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The following document ‘s aim is to assist users of LANSA/Server in the diagnosis and resolution of  the  
most common problems encountered during the CONNECT phase. 
 
There is a set of standard steps that you should follow whenever you get a communications error (Lce0023) 
in LANSA/Server: 
 
1. Make sure that the user profile you are using is : 
 

* Defined to OS/400. 
 

* Authorized to use the LANSA partition involved. 
 
* 8 characters or less in length. 

 
* Has a Job Description associated with it that has an initial library list that includes the LANSA 
program library and the library QGPL. Use the DSPUSRPRF command to view the Job Description 
associated with the user profile, then use DSPJOBD to view the job description. 
 
* Also check that the Job Description has LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) logging if you are trying to solve a 
problem. This will ensure any OS/400 job that the user profile starts will produce an OS/400 job log. 
This job log will almost ALWAYS yield useful error information. If you have to request help from 
LANSA support please send example(s) of the job logs resulting from failing connection attempts. 

 
2. Check the user profile you are using by doing this simple test : 
 

* Verify the OS/400 user profile being used by signing on at a dumb (5250) terminal and typing a 
LANSA PARTITION(ppp) command. 
 

3. Check the communication job starting in AS/400 subsystem: 
 

* Make sure the subsystem QCMN is active. If it isn’t, start it and try the connect operation again. 
You have to have QCMN active to run communication sessions. 

 
* Use the OS/400 command WRKSBSJOB QCMN to display the active jobs in subsystem QCMN. 
Repeatedly use F5=Refresh to refresh the list as you start the communications connection from the 
application executing on the PC. 

 
* Does an OS/400 "server" job appear in the QCMN subsystem ? (Normally this job has the same 
name as the PC workstation that is issuing the "connect" request.) 

                                                                  
YES.  Immediately use "5=Work with" to trace this Job. Wait until it completes and then 
check its resulting spooled joblog file for details (option 4 in the WRKJOB menu). If it 
does not produce a log, alter the job description associated with the user profile you are 
using to LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) until you trace the cause of the problem. Once you have a 
job log (spool file QPJOBLOG) you are almost finished. 
Sometimes it can happen that the job disappears so quickly from the “Work with” screen 
that it gives you no time to actually work with it. In this case, you can execute the 
command WRKOUTQ  QEZJOBLOG (this is the outq where the joblogs are spooled) and 
search for your job. Note that if the job has just finished you can press F18 to go to the 
Bottom instead of going through all the generated joblogs. The column User Data usually 
contains the workstation id. 
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NO. Does the OS/400 DSPLOG (display log) command show any communications error 
information ? 
Use the  OS/400 DSPLOG PERIOD() command to show the OS/400 log for the period 
around the time you were trying to connect. Read the second level text for error messages 
(communication and/or job errors). 
 
If there is no trace at all in the OS/400 system log of anything to do with a communications 
errors or with your PC workstation then you probably have 
a fundamental problem with your configuration at the PC end. You are not getting as far as 
starting a task or session in the AS/400... 
 

4. Do you have the correct product license installed ? 
 
Use the command LANSA REQUEST(LICENCE) to check whether your license  is still valid. This often 
causes connection errors. A message in the joblog should indicate that this is the cause of  the problems. 
 
5. Have you started communications manager/PC Support, or other communications router(s) on the PC ?                                         
The majority of communications routers have a "log" of error messages.  Review this log for any information 
about the cause of the connection failure. 
 
* What useful information can be found in THE JOBLOG. 
 
The joblog is an operating system trace of the messages issued by the operating system and the application 
during execution time. For batch jobs, once the job has finished executing (normally or abnormally), the 
joblog is created as a spool file which can then be examined.  It is important to read it backwards. Reading it 
from the beginning may lead to false conclusions. For example, it is perfectly normal for a LANSA/Server 
joblog to have an escape message early in the job log indicating that program LCXP9000 could not be found. 
This message will show on the job log as an escape message, but it does NOT indicate a problem. LCXP9000 
is a user exit program, hence it is always the first one invoked.  
 
Most of the error messages found in joblogs are self explanatory. For example, trying to open a session that 
uses a file that does not exist on the server would cause a Lce0023  return code 0x01 to be received by 
LANSA/Server. The following is an extract of what can be found in the joblog of the failed job: 
 

CPF4101 Message . . . . :   File  <file name>  in library *LIBL not found or inline data 
  file missing.  Cause . . . . . :   The file was not opened.  The reason code is 03. The  reason codes 
and their meanings are as follows: 01 - The library does not exist. 02 - The file does not exist.  The 
library does exist. 03 - The file does not exist.  The library specified as *LIBL. 04 - The file was 
saved ... etc 
 

The reason for the failure can be clearly identified. However, there are situations when this is not that simple. 
MCH0802, MCH3601 and MCH0601 good examples: 
 
Message ID Message text Action to take 
MCH0802 Total parameters passed does not match 

number required 
1.Using *BLOCKBYRRNnnn or the  
*RECEIVEIMMED Select option but when the 
I/O module was created *IOMXSERVER, 
*IOMBLOCKBYKEY, *IOMBLOCKBYRRN 
were missing from data area DC@OSVEROP. 
Add those keywords into the data area and 
recreate the I/O module. 
2. Look for other objects with same name as the 
I/O module in the library list.  
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MCH3601 Pointer not set for location referenced. You may be issuing a RCLRSC command either 
directly from the application or position 480 in 
DC@A01 is set to Y. Don't use RCLRSC or 
change position 480 to a value other than Y.  

MCH0601 Space offset &2 is outside current limit for 
object &1. 

The space declared in data area DC@A10 may 
not be big enough to hold the records selected. 
Increase the size of  the value in DC@A10. 

 
If you are not able to determine the problem, please ATTACH THE JOBLOG TO THE PROBLEM 
DESCRIPTION when reporting it to LANSA Support. 
 
Note to  the 32 bit version of LANSA/Server: 
The settings in the LANSA.INI file (ASPECT.INI in earlier versions) are repeatedly referenced in  the 
“Cause” column in the return code tables. This file is used in 16 bit versions of L/Server. 32 bit versions of 
L/Server don’t use this file, they use entries in the system Registry. Those entries are set using a 
configuration utility called LSCFG32.EXE located in the L/Server folder. So, whenever a setting in 
LANSA.INI is mentioned and you are running the 32 version of L/Server, please use the configuration utility 
to review/change the equivalent setting. DO NOT CHANGE THEM USING REGISTRY EDITORS. 
 
The following tables cover the most common return codes issued with  a communications error code 
Lce0023 returned by LANSA/Server. The meaning of the return codes vary depending on the 
communication method used. 
 
It is important to note that LANSA/Server always returns the error codes in hexadecimal format.  The 
documentation for CPI-C shows them in decimal format. Whenever receiving a Lce0023 using CPI-C type 
of communications you should convert the hex code returned by L/Server into the decimal format and then 
look in Table 2 (e.g.: L/Server returns Lce0023 return code 0x13. Look for 19 in Table 2) 
 
ENHANCED APPC return codes. 
The following table covers the most common return codes issued with  a communications error code 
(Lce0023) returned by LANSA/Server when using ENHANCED APPC communication method (i.e. 
Client/Access (PC Support), Netsoft Router). 
 
Hex value 
 

Description Cause 

1 Deallocation normal 1. Partition doesn’t exist or user not authorized for partition. 
2. File doesn’t exist (at all or in a library in the library list) or 
user not authorized for file. 
3. Language used not defined in the partition. 

5 Resource failure retry  PC has run out of memory. Confirm by opening a session 
with no declarations. Reduce the number of applications 
loaded when the system starts.   

6 Resource failure no retry Likely to be caused by hardware failure. Check the 
connections (cabling) between PC and AS/400. 

7 Unsuccessful  The router has started the connection with one Host System 
but the Host System name specified in either the LANSA.INI 
(HostSystem=) or LceUseSystem points to a different one.  

8 APPC Busy Likely that you have two routers active at the same time (i.e. 
Netsoft and SNA Server). Use one at a time. 

1C Parameter check; bad partner 
name. 

1. The program is calling LceUseSystem with an incorrect 
name. 
2. LANSA.INI specifies an incorrect “Host System”. 
3. The router software is using a default system name which 
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is incorrectly configured. 
14 Parameter check; invalid verb. An incorrect EHNAPPC.DLL may have been picked up.  
33 Allocation error; retry  The Host system referenced in either LceHostSystem or in 

LANSA.INI is “down” .  
35 Allocation error; transaction 

program name not recognized 
The LANSA/Server invoke entry point program cannot be 
found: 
1. Check library list of job description has QGPL and LANSA 
program library. 
2. Check that LCXP0010 is in QGPL. This program MUST 
exist in QGPL. 
3. Check HostProgram=  in LANSA.INI 

37 Security not valid  Userid/password combination invalid (i.e. user  profile has 
not been defined in the AS/400 or incorrect password for 
userid). No job could be started in the Host, i.e. don’t look 
for a joblog. 

46 Deallocation abend program 1.LANSA  program library not in user’s job description’s 
initial library list. 
2. When I/O module was compiled, settings *IOMXSERVER, 
*IOMBLOCKBYKEY and *IOMBLOCKBYRRN were missing 
in DC@OSVEROP data area (MCH0802 in joblog, see above).   

48 Memory allocation error Insufficient DOS conventional memory to perform the task 
being requested. PC Support loads TSR prior to starting 
Windows. When LANSA/Server calls PC Support DLL 
running under Windows, PC Support needs addit ional 
conventional memory (depending on function called) to 
communicate with TSR. Provide more DOS conventional 
memory prior to running Windows. Closing other open 
Windows applications may also assist. 

49 Too many conversations The number of active communication sessions is greater than 
the router can handle. Increase the appropriate parameter 
value in the router’s configuration or close any 5250 
emulation sessions you may be running at the same time.  

63 Undefined 1. The Host System name specified in either the LANSA.INI 
(HostSystem=) or LceUseSystem is invalid. There is no Host 
defined with that name in the routers configuration. 
2. In 32 bit environments it can also be a result of  typing the 
Host System name in lowercase when using the L/Server 
configuration utility. Ensure the Host System name was 
consistently typed using Uppercase characters everywhere it 
has been entered. 
3. If your application consistently fails after retrieving a 
certain amount of records and you are running CA/400 for 
Win95 you may need a service pack. If running Netsoft 
router v2.00, please upgrade to 2.11 or later.  

Table 1. ENHANCED APPC return codes. 
 
CPI-C return codes. 
 
The following table covers the most common return codes issued with  a communications error code 
(Lce0023) returned by LANSA/Server when using CPI-C communication method (i.e. MS SNA Server, 
Network Services for DOS, OS/2 Communication Manager). 
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Dec. value Return Code Cause 

 
6 SECURITY_NOT_VALID Userid/password combination invalid (i.e. user  

profile has not been defined in the AS/400 or 
incorrect password for userid). No job could 
be started in the Host, i.e. don’t look for a 
joblog. 

17 DEALLOCATED_ABEND 1.LANSA  program library not in user’s job 
description’s initial library list. 
2. When I/O module was compiled, settings 
*IOMXSERVER, *IOMBLOCKBYKEY and 
*IOMBLOCKBYRRN were missing in 
DC@OSVEROP data area (MCH0802 in joblog, 
see above). 

18 DEALLOCATED_NORMAL 1. Partition doesn’t exist or user not authorized 
for partition. 
2. File doesn’t exist or user not authorized for 
file. 
3. Language used not defined in the partition. 

19 PARAMETER_ERROR On the SNA Server, use SNA Server Admin. to 
add a LU6.2 partner relationship between the 
“Local LU” and “Partner LU” which has a 
MODE of “BLANK”.  

20 PRODUCT_SPECIFIC_ERROR  Same as 19 (PARAMETER_ERROR)  
24 PROGRAM_ PARAMETER-CHECK Most likely the userid or password is more 

than 8 characters long. SNA requires 
userid/passwords to be a  maximum of 8 
characters. 

26 RESOURCE_FAILURE_NO_RETRY Likely to be caused by hardware failure. Check 
the connections (cabling) between PC and 
AS/400. 

27 RESOURCE_FAILURE_RETRY PC has run out of memory. Confirm by  
opening a session with no declarations. 
Reduce the number of applications loaded 
when the system starts. 

Table 2. CPI-C return codes. 
 
Note: 
 
Some of the return codes associated with the allocation of a conversation have the suffix RETRY or 
NO_RETRY in their name.  
 
RETRY,  means that the condition indicated by the return code may not be permanent, and the program can 
try to allocate the conversation again. Whether or not the retry attempt succeeds depends on the duration 
of the condition. 
 
NO_RETRY, means that the condition is probably permanent. 
 
Other errors not covered by this table: 
 
GPF (general protection fault): 
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A GPF usually occurs when an application tries to access a part of  the memory that is already allocated. It 
can also come up when running out of stack space. 


